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Summary

The estimation of the frequency distribution for the current occasion using
different sampling designs under successive sampling approach has been
attempted. In comparing some selected sampling designs for estimation
of frequency distribution on the current occasion it has been observed
that cluster sampling design with FPS sampling is advantageous in
practice.

Introduction

In the initial stages of the statistical development, whenever,
there was a need to study a population, more stress was given to
estimate the point parameters, such as, means, totals, ratios and
dififerences. Now there is a change in data requirements from
estimates of points parameters to estimates of frequency distributions.
This change is very rapid, particularly, in developing countries where
the planners and decision-makers are mainly interested in knowing
about the structure of the frequency distributions over time and
space in planning and to find social and economic development
instead of studying the change in averages and ratios. Thus, there is
a need to evaluate the sample design for estimating frequency
distributions.

Even when the design is meant for estimating point parameters,
it is possible to estimatethe frequency distributions. The main draw
back is that the estimates of tail-end frequencies are generally very
poor and hence not usuable for practical purposes. Mahalanobis
(1960) proposed the use of fractiles but it suffers with the deficiencies
of the estimates of end class intervals. Dandekar and Rath (1970);
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Srinivasan and Bardhan (1974) showed a considerable interest in
estimating distribution of house-hoJds by consumer expenditure in
the context of studying poverty in India. For these studies, the users
had to use the estimated distribution of consumer expenditure pro
vided by the National Sample Surveys (NSS). Since the NSS esti
mates are based on general purpose design with emphasis on point
parameters, the estimate of tail in wich the users are especially
interested, are subject to large sampling errors and hence of limited
use for deeper analysis. Murthy (1977) evaluated some selected
sample designs for estimating frequency distributions through empiri
cal study.

In the paper, an attempt is made to evaluate some selected
sampling designs under successive sampling approach to study the
structure of the population by estimating the frequency distributions.

In successive sampling, information collected on the matched
portion of the sample is used to improve the estimate of the popu
lation character under study. The theory of successive sampling
developed by lessen (1942), Yales (19(0), Patleison (1950), Tikkiwal
(1951, 56), Eckler (1955) and. others for single stage design, was
extended to two-stage sampling design by Kathuria (1959), Tikkiwal
(1964), Singh (1968), Singh and Kathuria (1969, 71) and Singh and
Srivastava (1973).

Estimation of frequency disfribuffon at the lecent occasion ;
We now consider the estimation of the frequency distributions

for the recent occasion by the following selected sampling designs
which are of practical interest under successive sampling approach ;

(0 Direct Sampling of Ultimate Units;
(//) Cluster Sampling of Ultimate Units; and

(Jii) Two-stage Sampling.
Under these, an estimte of the proportion in the h-th class of

the frequency distribution Qi=\,2,...,k), for the current occasion,for
each of the sample design, will be obtained and then the efiSciencies
of the sampling designs will be compared with respect to the error
measures E (ai) and E («2), proposed by Murthy (1977).

Let there be N Clusters, further, let M, (i=l, 2,..., N) be the
N

size of i-/A cluster such that Mi=M (the total number of ulti-

i

mate units in the population). Let Wo be^e total number ofultimate
units in the sample be expressible as nM, where n is the number of

sample clusters and M =
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The estimates, under the considered sampling designs along
with their respective error measures are discussed below one by one.
(0 Direct Sampling of Ultimate Units

Sampling Scheme : Select a sample of ultimate units by
SRSWOR from the M ultimate units of the population at first occa
sion. Obtain the frequency distribution in the desired K classes on
the basis ofthis sample. Retain a sub-sample of Wof. (O^n^l)
units by SRSWOR from mo and supplement it with {mo—moV) units
selected from {M-mo) units of the population by SRSWOR at
second occasion. Obtain the frequency distribution in the desired K
classes on the basis of matched sample, unmatched sample, and over
all for the first and second occasion both.

The estimate of the proportion, for the current occasion, in
h-th class of the frequency distribution (A=l, 2, ..., k) is given by—

(J.X a" „ „ h

^2 ^ ' (Ti"^ (1-X2 p''2) "^(1—A2p''2) P
+ pI -(1)

where

the sample proportion of the unmatched units, in h-ih

class of the frequency distribution at first occasion.

t/"
— , Ul being the number of unmatched sample

moX

units in h-th class at first occasion.

= the sample proportion of the unmatched units in h-th

class at second occasion.

V\
, U\ being the number ofunmatched sample units

moX ' ^
in h-th class at second occasion.

p\^ = the sample proportion of the matched units in h-th class
at first occasion.

= , w? being the number of matched sample units

in h-th class at first occasion.

= the sample proportion of the matched units in h-th class

at second occasion.
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m*
Wg being thenumber of matched sample

units in h-z/z class at second occasion.

The variance of the estimate of proportion for the current
occasion in h-th class of the frequency distribution 2, k) is

given by

V{P\ )= ...(2)

where is the population variance of the ultimate units in h-th

class at first occasion, is the population variance of the ultimate

units in h-th class at second occasion and is the population co-

variance between the units lying in h-//i class at both the occasions.

Here cxjWj (i-pj), af= (1-P^ )

and

aA = -Pi P\),
12

where

m'*
pf = where M\ is the number of ultimate

^ M '•

units inh-/A class at first ocassion. P„ —
^ M

where A/g is the number of ultimate units in h-th class at second

occasion; and

12 = » where is the number of ultimate

units lying in h-th class at both the occasions.

For measuring error, we define on the lines of Murthy (1977):

L

ai= ^ (A-P'̂ J2

K A

p"
h
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Then, the error measures E (kj) and E (a-z) are given by—

^ [^2 K )(1-^2 -XCPj'a-Pj Ptj']
•<«')= sV'«o {pI^-pIpD^ ]

-.(3)

and

£(«2)= (l_pft)_X2(pJ^ _p» pft)23
...(4)

a Cluster Sampling of Ultimate Units ;

Sampling Scheme : Select« clusters by PPSWRfromiVcIusters
at first occasion, retain a sub-sample o^n^e (C<[Ac<1) clusters from
the 11 clusters by SRSWOR and supplement it with (n-ny-c) clusters
selected from (N- n) clusters by PPSWR at second occasion. Obtain
the frequency distribution in the desired K classes on the basis of the
ultimate units in the clusters selected at both the occasions.

The estimate of the proportion for the recent occasion in h-th
class of the frequency distribution (/i=l, 2, k) is given by—

^ t^c "ke ^12

ft2/i ^2 h2
c Pc

where p?, =the estimate of the proportion of ultimate units of the
1 V '"Lunmatched clusters, at first occasion in h-/A class— ^ where

I

Mlf being the number of ultimate units ofi-th unmatched cluster, at
first occasion, in h-th class and pi is the probability of selecting i-th
cluster.

pI^ = the estimate of the proportion of the ultimate
units of the unmatched clusters, at second occasion in h-th class

= J—V_?^ where being the number of ultimate units of
nXc piM

unmatched clusters at second occasion, in h-th class.
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= the estimate of the proportion of ultimate units of the

" A/'*
matched clusters at first occasion, in h-th class= > —where

7J(i.c ^ piM
i

being the number of ultimate units of i-th matched cluster,

at first occasion, in h-tli class.

^2^ = the estimate of the proportion of ultimate units of the
1 2imatched clusters at second occasion, in \i-th class= p.j^ '

where being the number of ultimate units of the i-(h matched

cluster, at second occasion, in h-th class.

Here

and

h2

•"12

N

i

N

(Pu )'

ipli y

Pi
(P'r

N pft pTl

I^Km) p, nh ph
^2

The varianceof the estimatePg is given by

ViPl) =

The error measure E (ai) is given by

£(«>)=• 2
—/ r hZ hZ ..2 / ft •>21
h °^2c ("^121!' J

and the error measure E (0.2) is given by

»Pi t'̂ lo 41 —K

...(6)

...(7)

...(8)
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(in) Two-Stage Sampling :

Sampling Scheme. Select a sample of n primary stage units
(p.s.u.) from N p.s.u.'s by PPSWR at first occasion. Retain a sub-
sample of size from n p.s.u.'s by SRSWOR and
supplement it with p.s.u's selected by PPSWR from (N—n)
p.s.u's at the second occasion. Then select a sub-sample of second
stage units (s.s.u's) of size m from each of the selected cluster at
both the occasions. Find the frequency distribution of s.s.u's of the
matched and unmatched clusters at both the occasions in the desired
K classes of the frequency distribution.

The estimate of the proportion for the recent occasion in h-th
class of the frequency distribution {h=\, 2, ..., k) is given by

== )

Pf)

(pI-pIx) +P2X^ -(9)
\ (1-X? /pf)

where

p'̂ j^ =the estimate ofthe proportion of ultimate units ofthe
unmatched p.s.u's at first occasion in h-th class

n\i h Tjh
1 \:^Mi , n

•=• — y in ' where —>nXi Pi Uu
• i

Uu being the number of s.s.u's selected from i-th unmatched

p.s.u at first occasion and V^^ is the number of selected s.s.u's from
the i-ih unmatched p.s.u's at first occasion in h-th class.

=the estimate of the proportion of the ultimate units of

the unmatched p.s.u's at the second occasion in h-th class

n\t -ft r/ft
Mi=—yn\t ^ fV'

i

U2i being the number of ultimate units selected from the i-ih

unmatched p.s.u's on the second occasion and the number of

selected s.s.u's from the i-th unmatched p.s.u's at second occasion
in the h-th class.
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/'J^^=the estimate of the proportion of the ultimate units
of the matched p.s.u's at flrst occasion in h-th class

1 VMi
mt pi • • " mu

i

mu being the number of s.s.u's selected from the i-ih matched

p.s.u's at the first occasion and is the number of s.s.u's selected

from i-th p.s.u's at first occasion in h-th class.

=the estimate of the proportion of ultimate units of

the matched p.s.u's at the second occasion in h-th class:

Pii
where

"v-t

2,s-—•
i

nv-t ^ M Pi • mzi

m2i being the number of ultimate units selected from the i-th

matched p.s.u's at second occasion and is the number of ultimate

units selected fiom/-<A p.s.u's at second occasion lying in h-th class.
Here

N

r,'' _
Pli V

m
u

m,
21

Pii =

1>2

[2 m Pi

.(p,A)2

and

+ ±{m2 (l-PiJ) -
pi (Mi— 1) m

2 (p'j
Pi

N

( MiY (Mi-m) Pljl-P^)-
Pi (M<—1) m

N

i

p»
V2 1< •" 2<

P2''

pt (M<—1) m
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The variance of the estimate P\^ is given by

af,
(/?.)

r ft2 7i2 -2 / ft voT

The error measure E(ai) is given by

K 2 r_fc2 AS .. / \n-i
^^2^ K< <^2< ->^4 Kat nE(a{)=^

h " °^2< V12i) ]

The error measure £'(a2) is given by

75

...(10)

..,(11)

K ft2 r ft2 _ft2 / ft \9T
1

£(«2)=-^> ...(12)
A pft r ft2 ft2 '%2 / ft \oi

h nP^ bit^ai Kat) ]

It may be noted that the estimates of proportions contain
unknown parameters in (1), (5) and (9) may, however, be estimated
by the sample values. Further the estimate of the variance and also
the error measures can also be obtained by substituting the sample
estimates for different components appearing in the expressions.

Some empirical studies

The formulae for the two error measures Eip-i) and E{a.i), in
case of the sampling designs, considered here are in a complicated
form, therefore, an algebraic comparison of the sampling designs is
not only difficult but also futile in practice. Hence, the empirical
studies have been made for comparision,though this approach may
not lead to general conclusions applicable universally.

For the comparison of different sampling designs, the following
two sets of data were used :

(a) Data relating to area under bajra for 36 villages of Delhi
for the years 1976-77 and 1977-78, collected under High
Yielding Variety Survey Programme at Indian Agricultural
Statistics Research Institute (lASRI).

(b) Data relating to area under wheat for 36 villages of Delhi
for the years 1976-77 jand 1977-78, collected under High
Yielding Variety Survey at lASRI.
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From the values of the error measures EU^ and for
different values of (x and n considered, following observations may
be made. It is seen that the value of [x, for which the error measure
£(ai) is minimum, remains the same (for the error measure £'(a2)
also) for entire range of the sample size. The optimum value
of [X was further seen to be nearly of the same order as in estimating
the mean of the population. A consistent trend has been observed
for all the three sampling designs and also for both the populations.

It may also be mentioned that the differences between the
minimum values of and the maximum values of jE'(«i) in the
range of the values of [a considered, for a given n, corresponding to
the direct sampling of ultimate units, cluster sampling [Equal
probability sampling (E.P.S.) and probability proportional to size
sampling (P.P.S)] and two-stage sampling (E.P.S. and P.P.S.) were
of the order (expressed in percentages and averaged over all «) 4%,
(13% and 11%) and ("16% and *56%) for population A. For popu
lation B, the differences between the minimum and the maximum

values of JS(«i), in the above order, were noted to be. 14%, (25% and
22%) and ("11% and "09%) respectively.

Similarly the differences between the minimum values ofE (az)
and the maximum values of EioLz), in the range of (x considered, for
the Direct Sampling of Ultimate Units, Cluster Sampling (E.P.S.
and P.P.S) and Two-Stage Sampling (E.P.S. and P.P.S.) wereobserved
as 3%, (11% and 7%) and ("12% and "76%) respectively for popu
lation A. For population B, these differences, in the above order,
abserved to bs 13%, (23% and 21%) and ("07% and '07%)
respectively.

It is well known that Cluster Sampling and Two-Stage Sampling
are potentially better than the Direct Sampling of Ultimate Units
when cost aspect and operational convenience are the main consi
derations. In Cluster and Two-Stage Sampling designs, there is a
choice of either using E.P.S. or P.P.S. sampling. The values of two
error measures for Cluster Sampling and TvY-o-Stage Sampling designs
under E.P.S. and P.P.S. sampling are presented belovi' for different
sample size corresponding to that value of (x which gives the minimum
error measures in entire range considered. The results of the Direct
Sampling of units are also included for reference purposes. These
results are being presented in Tables (A.l, A.2) and (B.l, B.2) for
population A and B respectively,
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TABLE A1

The values of the error measure E(ai), for the considered sampling
designs, for different samples sizes, for population A.

77

s.

No.

Direct sampling
of ultimate

units
Cluster sampling Two-Stage Sampling

/no
Error

measure n. M E.P. P.P.S. n m E,P. P.P.S.

1 30 .0202 3 10 .0544 .0490 5 6 .0585 .0519

2 60 .0101 6 10 .0272 .0245 10 6 .0293 .0259

3 90 .0067 9 10 .0181 .0163 15 6 .0195 .0173

4 120 .0050 12 10 .0136 .0123 20 6 .0146 .0130

5 150 .0040 15 10 .0109 .0098 25 6 .0117 .0104

6 180 .0034 18 10 .0091 .0082 30 6 .0098 .0086

7 360 .0017 36 10 .0045 .0041 36 6 .0081 .0072

TABLE A2

The values of the error measure ECag), for the considered sampling
designs, for different sample sizes, for population A.

S.
No.

Direct sampling
ofultimate

units
Cluster sampling Two-Stage sampling

mg Error
measure

n M E.P. P.P.S. n m E.P. P.P.S.

1 30 .0216 3 10 .0537 .0482 5 6 .0609 .0538

2 60 .0108 6 10 .0269 .0241 10 6 .0304 .0269

3 90 .0072 9 10 .0179 .0161 15 6 .0203 .0179

4 120 .0054 12 10 0.134 .0120 20 6 .0152 .0135

5 150 .0043 15 10 .0108 .0096 25 6 .0123 .0108

6 180 .0036 18 10 .0089 .0080 30 6 .0101 .0090

7 360 .0018 36 10 .0044 .0040 36 6 .0085 .0075
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TABLE B1

The values of the error measure ECag), for the considered sampling
designs, for different sample sizes, for population B.

s.
No.

Direct sampling
of ultimate

units

Cluster sampling Two-Stage Sampling

ma
Error

measure
n, M E.P. P.P.S. n m E.P. P.P.S.

1 30 .0187 3 10 .0382 .0345 5 6 .0537 .0473

2 60 .0093 6 10 .0191 .0173 10 6 .0268 .0236

3 90 .0062 9 10 .0127 .0115 15 6 .0179 .0157

4 120 .0047 12 10 .0096 .0086 20 6 .0134 .0118

5 150 .0037 15 10 .0076 .0069 25 6 .0107 .0094

6 180 .0031 18 10 .0064 .0058 30 6 .0089 .0079

7 360 .0016 36 10 .0032 .0029 36 6 .0075 .0066

TABLE B2

The values of the error measure ECaj), for the considered sampling
designs, for different sample sizes, for population B.

S.

Direct sampling
of ultimate

units
Cluster samplng Two-Stage sampling

No.

/Wq
Error

measure
n. M

j

E.P. P.P,S. n m E.P. P.P.S.

1 30 .0194 3 10 .0379 .0346 5 6 .0547 .0484

2 60 .0097 6 10 .0189 .0173 10 6 .0274 .0242

3 90 .0065 9 10 .0126 .0115 15 6 .0182 .0161

4 120 .0049 12 10 .0095 .0086 20 6 .0137 .0121

5 150 .0039 15 10 .0076 .0069 25 6 .0109 .0097

6 180 .0032 18 10 .0063 .0058 30 6 .0091 .0081

7 360 .0016 36 10 .0032 .0029 36 6 .0076 .0067
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It can be seen from the above Tables that there is gain in
eflBciency using P.P.S. Sampling over E.S.S. for both Cluster as well
as Two-Stage Sampling designs. Of the two, the gain in eflBciency
using P.P.S. Sampling in Cluster Sampling design is observed to be
of higher order as compared to the corresponding gain in the Two-
Stage Sampling design. Further, Ihis gain becomes snialler with
increase in the sample size for both the sampling designs. Thus,
keeping in view all the factors, such as, operational convenience,
cost aspect and the magnitude of error measures, the use of Cluster
Sampling with P.P.S. Sampling can be adopted with greater
advantages.
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